Mobile Bands used in Australia
Each country has a different set of Frequencies or Bands that are used for Mobile services. Australian
carriers have quite unique frequencies and bands. Purchasing a phone that does not carry the appropriate
bands and frequencies for use in Australia is fraught with risk. It can mean the difference between a perfectly functioning phone and one that’s totally unusable.
Here you can see which bands (or frequencies) each provider is using and what percentage of their network has coverage on these bands.
What do I need to look for when purchasing a phone?
If you purchase the phone for use in Australia you should always ensure the device is fully compatible with
your carriers network and carries all the bands necessary to operate correctly. Never purchase a device if it
doesn’t support Australian carrier bands.
My phone supports some 4G bands but not all of them, will it still work?
Mobile bands are generally split into 2 categories, low band and high band. For the best experience and
coverage your going to need to support bands from both categories.
Low Band is generally 700Mhz to 900Mhz, High Band is 1800Mhz to 2600Mhz.
In Australia, given our vast land mass, all carriers will generally deploy Low Band 4G frequencies (Band
28, 700MHz) because its long wave length travels much further than High Band frequencies. The carrier is
therefore able to provide 4G network coverage with the lowest possible number of mobile phone towers.
THis is especially the case in rural and remote areas.
If you have a device that does not support Band 28 then your data speed and coverage will be severally
limited to Metropolitan areas and some large towns. 4G coverage in rural and remote areas will likely be
non existent and your device will only give 3G data performance if it is missing Band 28.
Therefore never purchase a 4G device if it is missing Band 28.
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* Please note the above information is valid and sourced from https://oztowers.com.au/Bands

